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Micron® quality: Pro gamer reliability.
As the only major gaming brand that’s built and tested from start to finish as part of a major 
memory manufacturer, Ballistix DRAM delivers a higher level of performance than regular PC 
gaming memory. For more than 40 years, we’ve engineered old-school DDR memory all the 
way to Ballistix DDR4 modules, which empower the future of gaming performance. Backed by 
competitive warranties, a hardcore community of fans, and a dedicated gamer support team, 
Ballistix memory is ready to take your in-game performance to the next level.

PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS
 • Speeds start at 2400 MT/s

 • Faster speeds and responsiveness than 
standard DDR4 memory 

 • Increased performance and frame rates 
for systems with integrated graphics

 • Ideal for gamers and performance 
enthusiasts

 • Black PCB design with digital camo 
features

 • Easy plug-and-play installation

 • Intel® XMP 2.0 profiles for easy 
configuration

 • Optimized for the latest Intel processors

 • Limited lifetime warranty

MORE SPEED. MORE PERFORMANCE. BETTER GAMING.
Ballistix® Sport LT DDR4 SODIMMs accelerate your gaming laptop or small form factor system by packing 
more aggression into every memory slot. Achieve faster speeds and run demanding games and applications 
with ease. Multitask at will with increased bandwidth. And strike first with better latencies, smoother 
integrated graphics, and reduced load times. Feed your processor with the resources it needs and devour 
the competition with Ballistix gaming memory.

Pack more memory into your system than ever before
Laptops and small form factor systems naturally have a limited amount of memory slots, but high density Ballistix 
DDR4 SODIMMs allow you to overcome this constraint and install more memory for faster performance. Higher 
densities enable higher capacities, which have plenty of room to handle demanding games and applications.

Enhance integrated graphics
With speeds that start at 2400 MT/s, Ballistix Sport LT DDR4 SODIMMs elevate integrated graphics performance. 
Since integrated graphics share system memory, faster memory helps increase frame rates and improves 
visuals on your rig.

Install in minutes 
Installing is easy: just plug in the modules and get ready to win with little to no BIOS configuration. Using cutting-
edge technology and Intel® XMP 2.0 profiles, we designed Ballistix Sport LT SODIMMs with the sole intent of 
creating affordable memory that’s ready for action.

Go covert
With a stealth digital camo design, Ballistix Sport LT SODIMMs are your memory lieutenants. Keep your system 
cool and collected while demolishing the opposition.
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Limited lifetime warranty valid everywhere except Germany, where warranty is valid for ten years from date of purchase.
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       SODIMM PART NUMBER DENSITY SPEED LATENCY VOLTAGE BANDWIDTH UPC

BLS4G4S240FSD 4GB Single Rank DDR4-2400 CL16 (16-16-16) 1.2V PC4-19200 649528777041

BLS8G4S240FSDK 8GB Single Rank DDR4-2400 CL16 (16-16-16) 1.2V PC4-19200 649528778468

BLS16G4S240FSD 16GB Dual Rank DDR4-2400 CL16 (16-16-16) 1.2V PC4-19200 649528777065

BLS4G4S26BFSD 4GB Single Rank DDR4-2666 CL16 (16-18-18) 1.2V PC4-21300 649528781925

BLS8G4S26BFSDK 8GB Single Rank DDR4-2666 CL16 (16-18-18) 1.2V PC4-21300 649528782137

BLS16G4S26BFSD 16GB Dual Rank DDR4-2666 CL16 (16-18-18) 1.2V PC4-21300 649528782311

BALLISTIX® SPORT LT DDR4 SODIMMs

       SODIMM PART NUMBER DENSITY SPEED LATENCY VOLTAGE BANDWIDTH UPC

BLS2K4G4S240FSD 8GB Kit (2x4GB) SR DDR4-2400 CL16 (16-16-16) 1.2V PC4-19200 649528777072

BLS2K8G4S240FSDK 16GB Kit (2x8GB) SR DDR4-2400 CL16 (16-16-16) 1.2V PC4-19200 649528778482

BLS2K16G4S240FSD 32GB Kit (2x16GB) DR DDR4-2400 CL16 (16-16-16) 1.2V PC4-19200 649528777096

BLS2K4G4S26BFSD 8GB Kit (2x4GB) SR DDR4-2666 CL16 (16-18-18) 1.2V PC4-21300 649528781949

BLS2K8G4S26BFSDK 16GB Kit (2x8GB) SR DDR4-2666 CL16 (16-18-18) 1.2V PC4-21300 649528782151

BLS2K16G4S26BFSD 32GB Kit (2x16GB) DR DDR4-2666 CL16 (16-18-18) 1.2V PC4-21300 649528782335

BALLISTIX® SPORT LT DDR4 SODIMM DUAL CHANNEL KITS




